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La tête ailleurs… 

• Children’s books

with strong artistic universes

• A modern editorial line, 

around city, ecology

and imagination 

• French creations, which tackle 

social themes with poetry 

• Based in Saint-Denis, Paris suburbs 

... an urban, eco-responsible 
youth publishing house!
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Night falls, Mom dreams 
Picture book
 Text Text    Cécile Dumoutier & Luna Granada 
  IllustrationsIllustrations    Ève Gentilhomme
20 x 25,5 cm | 52 pages | 15 € | hard book 
Age: 4+

4

In his bed at night, a little boy imagines what 
his mother is doing. Does she continue the 
household chores of the day? Is she taking a 
little break just for herself?
This album, poetic and tender, subtly evokes 
the difficulties encountered by mothers 
who raise their children alone, but also their 
dreams and their desires. How, when you are 
a single mother, can you continue to be a 
free, emancipated, happy woman?

5

Single 
mother in 

town

What do mothers do when kids are 
asleep?

night  
sleep 

dream

Press selection: 

- Kibookin 

(Montreuil) 

- Pomme d’Api 

- Ricochet

Success : 

Book  

reprinted 

in France!

https://kibookin.fr/livres-jeunesse/la-nuit-tombe-maman-reve
https://kibookin.fr/livres-jeunesse/la-nuit-tombe-maman-reve
https://www.pommedapi.com/parents/cahier-parents/mamans-solo-ces-heroines-du-quotidien
https://www.ricochet-jeunes.org/livres/la-nuit-tombe-maman-reve


Side by side
Picture book
 Text Text    Cécile Dumoutier & Luna Granada 
  IllustrationsIllustrations    Ève Gentilhomme
20 x 25,5 cm | 56 pages | 15 € | hard book 
Age: 4+

6

A mother and her little girl live together in 
an apartment, in the middle of a city under 
construction. When the mother has to stay 
in bed, the roles are reversed and it’s her 
daughter who takes care of everything!  
With tenderness and poetry, this album 
tells the story of the desire for autonomy 
of a child who, under the discreet and 
caring gaze of her mother, learns to have 
confidence in herself.
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Single 
mother in 

town

Together, we learn to stand on our 
own feet!

autonomy 
growing

Next  

book :  

2025!



The cat who wanted to see 
the stars
Picture book
 Text   Luna Granada
 Illustrations  Zoé Landry 
16 x 20 cm | 32 pages | 10 € | stapled soft book
Age: 3+

8

A young cat has a big dream: to see the 
stars. Looking for them, he wanders on the 
roofs and meets other animals which he 
associates with his quest. But how can we 
admire the stars, when they are eclipsed by 
the abundance of city lights?
An album that addresses the theme of light 
pollution with poetry.
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Ink 

drawings

A fable on the theme of light 
pollution in cities!

city 
pollution  

night



The night the dreams
Picture book
 Text   Viviane Griveau-Genest
 Illustrations  Lucile Poiret
16 x 20 cm | 28 pages | 10 € | stapled soft book
Age: 3+

10

Night comes and the city dreams. Softly,
things change, in appearance, in shape...
The blue urban universe, composed of a 
serie of cyanotypes, is articulated with a 
text, born during the lockdown, when wild 
animals reinvested the cities. 
A way of re-enchanting the city at night 
and imagining other coexistences with
the living.
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Cyanotypes

Poetry

A poetic adventure  
for children and adults!

city 
ecology 
nature

Press selection : 

- Kibookin 

(Montreuil)

https://kibookin.fr/livres-jeunesse/la-nuit-des-songes
https://kibookin.fr/livres-jeunesse/la-nuit-des-songes


Rock Paper Scissors  
Picture book
 Text & illustrations Text & illustrations    
Margot Degert & Lucie Laluque 
20 x 25,5 cm | 56 pages | 15 € | hard book 
Age: 4+

12

While the city bustles outside, a little girl 
builds enchanting worlds made of pieces of 
paper. From paper cutouts to papier-mâché, 
she wanders in fanciful landscapes where 
dreams and reality merge. In the folds and 
folds of the packets of paper, we slide with 
her from her room to the snow-capped 
mountains, from the seabed to the burnt 
fields, from the cave to the clouds.
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Photo 

archives 

An ode to children’s limitless 
imagination!

paper 
childhood 
imaginary



The Tree’s song
Picture book
 Text & illustrations  Luna Granada
20 x 25,5 cm | 44 pages | 15 € | hard book
Age: 4+

14

It’s winter. In town, a tree is saddened 
by having lost its colors. But one day, a 
mysterious colorful object comes to make 
him smile again. It’s a plastic bag. Should he 
be wary?

In this album for children, Luna Granada 
combines engraving on erasers, cut-out 
paper and stencils. The tree expresses itself 
through its bark, which changes throughout 
the pages.
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Paper cut & 
Engraving 

An ecological and poetic fable!

tree 
plastic 

seasons

Success : 

Book  

reprinted 

in France!



The Slumlord
Picture book
 Text & illustrations  Luna Granada
20 x 25,5 cm | 44 pages | 15 € | hard book 
Age: 6+

16

Line, a little girl from the city, sees her 
neighborhood transforming. Around her,  
the windows of the buildings are bricked up 
one after another.

The residents suspect “the slumlord”. But 
who is this mysterious character?

In this children’s album, Luna Granada 
addresses the theme of unsanitary housing, 
making the story oscillate between dream 
and reality.
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Paper cut & 
Engraving 

An urban, social and poetic fable!

unsanitary 
housing 
dream



In the heart of the city
Activity book
 Graphic design  David Benoussaïd
 Conception  Luna Granada  
& Anne-Sophie Lepicard 
21 x 29,7 cm | 76 pages | 13,90 € | softcover book
Age: 6+

18

The city is a multifaceted space. Torn 
between past, present and future, it never 
stops transforming. Thanks to this activity 
book, the reader is invited to wander around 
his city, to pick out the poetry hidden there, 
to discover its developments and its corners 
of nature.
It involves drawing, cutting, pasting, in order 
to keep a trace of your city, as it is today and 
as we imagine it tomorrow.

19

Varied 
activities

For a poetical discovery of the city!

city 

construction 

nature

Press selection: 

- Ricochet

https://www.ricochet-jeunes.org/livres/au-coeur-de-la-ville


In the heart of the city - Food 
Activity book
 Graphic design  David Benoussaïd
 Conception  Luna Granada  
21 x 29,7 cm | 72 pages | 13,90 € | softcover book
Age: 6+

20

The city is a space of many flavors with its 
own rhythm, scents, sounds and colors. 
Thanks to this activity book, walking 
around town becomes a moment of poetry, 
discovering places of delicacy and corners of 
nature.
Drawing, cutting, tasting: through various 
activities, the reader constructs an abundant 
urban imagination, full of flavors. Being 
interested in food also means opening up to 
other cultures and ecology!

21

Varied 
activities

Flavors and delicacies in town

city 

food 

nature

Press selection: 

- Ricochet

https://www.ricochet-jeunes.org/livres/au-coeur-de-la-ville-lalimentation


La tête ailleurs
head office
7, rue Franciade  
93200 Saint-Denis 
FRANCE

+ 33 7 81 81 46 31
luna@lateteailleurs.org 
www.lateteailleurs.org
Follow us on 
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https://www.instagram.com/lateteailleurseditions/
https://www.facebook.com/lateteailleurseditions/



